
education
The University of Akron

College of Arts and Sciences

Bachelor of Arts in Interior Design, 2011

Minor in Drawing, 2011

professional registrations
NCIDQ® Certification No. 32386

memberships
International Interior Design Association (IIDA)

skills 
AutoCAD 2008-2019

CAP 2020

Microsoft Office

Leadership Experience

experience 
American Interiors | Cleveland, Ohio | 2018-2019

As an interior designer, I participated in client meetings and 

showroom tours; assisted in furniture recommendations; 

completed drawings and specifications based on the architectural 

background parameters and budget constraints provided by the 

client. 

Steris Corporation | Mentor, Ohio | 2016-2018

In my role as a planning designer at Steris, I completed drawings 

based on mark-ups and proposals generated by the sales; 

coordinated with lead and senior designers to submit plans; 

communicated with field teams to resolve layout concerns and 

opportunities; developed training tools for new hires.

Jencen Architecture | Cleveland, Ohio | 2015-2016

As an interior designer, I completed site surveys; feasibility plans 

and construction documents for retail spaces; coordinated with 

consultants and clients; met with manufacturer’s reps; consistently 

maintained a fast-paced time line daily.

Joann Stores | Hudson, Ohio | 2011-2015

Working as the Store Planning Coordinator, I completed the 

production, distribution, implementation and after-action of 30-40 

remodel and new store construction projects each fiscal year; 

maintained cross-functional department relationships; mentored 

Store Planning Intern in project schedule; completed plans and 

coordination for a high priority, quick turn-around project directed 

by the CEO. 

Jillian 
Bujnak
Interior Designer

GDOT Design

Mrs. Bujnak enjoys building relationships 
with clients and bringing their vision to 
life. Jillian has a passion for design and 
taking an ordinary space and making it 
memorable. As part of the procurement 
department, she helps with furniture 
selection and finishes while maintaining 
budget requirements. Mrs. Bujnak also 
utilizes her understanding of the design 
development process by assisting the 
Architects in creating construction 
documents to  ensure  coordination 
between architecture and interior 
design.  


